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Abstract 
This paper is devoted to the analysis of a fluid queue with a buffer 
content that varies linearly during periods that are governed by a 
three-state semi-Markov process. Two cases are being distinguished: 
(i) two upward slopes and one downward slope, and (ii) one upward 
slope and two downward slopes. In both cases, at least one of the 
period distributions is allowed to be completely general. We obtain 
e..xact results for the buffer content distribution, the busy period dis
tribution and the distribution of the maximal buffer content during 
a busy period. The results are obtained by establishing relations be
tween the fluid queues and ordinary queues with instantaneous input, 
and by using level crossing theory. 

1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 60K25, 90B22. 
Keywords & Phrases: Fluid queue, queue with work removal, work
load, maximum content. 

1 Introduction 

In the classical queueing literature, the workload is almost invariably as
sumed to increase instantaneously upon the arrival of a customer, and to 
decrease linearly while a server is working. In the related literature of dam 
and storage processes, there are some studies where the buffer content alter
nately decreases and increases linearly; see, e.g., Gaver and Miller [12] and 
Miller [21]. In the beginning of the seventies~ queueing models with grad
ual, non-instantaneous, input emerged, in the pioneering papers of Kosten 
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[16, 17, 19J, Cohen [9], Rubinovitch [25] and Kaspi and Rubinovitch [14]. 
These concerned models of infinite buffers in which fluid was fed by a num
ber of independent on/off sources, viz., sources that alternate between active 
( on) and silent (off) periods. The motivation for these 'fluid queues' was 
provided by data communication networks. Kosten [16, 17, 19] successively 
studied the buffer content for the cases of exponential, Erlang and hyperex
ponential on-period distributions. Cohen [9] considered the case of identical 
sources, with general on-period distribution. Rubinovitch [25] (N identi
cal sources) and Kaspi and Rubinovitch [14] (N non-identical sources) were 
mainly concerned with the busy period distribution. 

The interest in fluid queues was renewed by the fundamental paper of An
ick, Mitra and Sondhi [2]. It considers N on/off sources with exponentially 
distributed on- and off-periods. Similar to Kosten's work, the joint equi
librium distribution of the buffer content and the number of busy sources 
in [2] is described by a set of differential equations. All the eigenvalues are 
obtained explicitly, and simple expressions are presented for moments of the 
distribution and the asymptotic behaviour of the buffer content. This paper, 
along with a new paper of Kosten [18], has stimulated much further research, 
and has contributed much towards establishing the fluid queue fed by on/off 
sources as a key model for representing traffic behaviour in modern communi
cation networks. In particular, bursts of cells in ATM-based communication 
networks naturally give rise to fluid queues. vVe refer the reader to the survey 
of Kulkarni [20]. In addition, we would like to mention the methodologically 
important contribution of Rogers [24], who applies Wiener-Hopffactorization 
of finite Markov chains to fluid queues. 

Most fluid queues studied so far have a Markovian structure. In the last 
few years, the observation of long-range dependence and non-exponential tail 
behaviour of modern communication traffic (like Internet traffic, but also 
Ethernet traffic, VBR video and Wide Area Network traffic) has spurred an 
interest in non-Markovian fluid queues. The obtained results are mainly qual
itatively oriented, proving a particular type of workload tail behaviour under 
assumptions on the tail behaviour of the on- and/or off-period distributions; 
see the survey [5]. 

The papers of Chen and Yao [7] and Kella and Whitt [15] study a broad 
class of non-Markovian fluid queues, and establish relations between such 
fluid queues and ordinary queues with instantaneous input. Our paper also 
aims to link fluid queues and queues with instantaneous input. We restrict 
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ourselves to the case of an infinite buffer, with a buffer content that varies 
linearly during periods that are governed by a three-state semi-Markov pro
cess (the survey of Kulkarni [20] already mentions the possibility of allowing 
a semi-Markov structure, but suggests that the analysis is going to be rather 
hard). We relate the buffer content to the workload of an ordinary single
server queue and to the workload of a single-server queue with additional 
negative customers that instantaneously remove a random amount of work. 
A key step in our establishment of such relations is the use of level crossing 
theory. 

Our contribution is two-fold. Firstly, the combination of level crossing 
theory and the establishment of relations between fluid queues and queues 
with instantaneous input seems to be both novel and promising. Secondly, 
we obtain several new results that are quite explicit and that should be 
useful in various application areas: communication networks, but also, e.g., 
production systems. Indeed, fluid queues may also represent the content 
of a finite buffer in multi-stage production processes that are subject to 
interruptions of various kind. Buffers can prevent installations downwards 
in the production process from starvation when an upstream installation is 
not producing, but they also may prevent upstream machines from blocking 
when a downward installation is temporarily unavailable. There are various 
questions of interest here. In flexible manufacturing systems, where the same 
machines are used for a variety of products, a relevant question is how much 
of the intermediate products should be locally stored in order to guarantee 
a desired level of throughput. In the oil industry optimal physical sizes of 
intermediate buffers have to be determined. In this situation not only the 
throughput is of interest but also the probability of buffer overflow. Hence 
a key quantity of interest is the distribution of the maximum of the buffer 
content during a busy period ('top of the mountain'). This suggested the 
terminology 'mountain process' used in the title as an alternative to fluid 
queues. 

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. The model 
under consideration is described in Section 2. Two cases are being distin
guished. In Case (i) there are two upward slopes (the periods having an ex
ponential and a general distribution, respectively) and one downward slope 
(the period having an exponential distribution). In Case (ii) there is one 
upward slope (the period having a general distribution) and two downward 
slopes (the periods having an exponential and a general distribution, respec-
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tively). In Section 3 we present an exact analysis of the buffer content for 
Case (i), and in Section 4 for Case (ii). The busy period distribution, for a 
class of fluid queues containing Case (i), is determined in Section 5, while 
the distribution of the 'top of the mountain' is studied in Sections 6 and 7 
for Case (i) and Case (ii) respectively. 

2 Model formulation 

Let j = {J (t), t 2: O} be a semi-Markov process with state space t 
{O, 1, 2}, and let Tn, n = 0,1, ... , be the transition times (with To = 0). We 
define the fluid process X = {X(t), t 2: O} by X(O) = 0 and 

X(t) = X(Tn) + (aJ(t) - b)(t - Tn), Tn ~ t < Tn+l, n = 0,1, .... , 

where a and b are known constants. By applying the reflection map 

X(t) := X(t) - mino~s9X(s), 

and by defining J(t) := aJ(t) - b, we obtain the so-called mountain process 
(X, J) = ((X(t), J(t)), t 2: O}. We assume that the conditions for stability 
hold, and that (X, J) is a regenerative process. X can be interpreted as the 
content level of an infinite buffer that has net inflow rate J(t) when it is not 
empty, viz., that receives fluid input at rate aj when J(t) = j and which has 
outflow rate b as long as there is fluid in the buffer. The stability conditions 
in fact amount to the assumption that the total amount of fluid offered per 
time unit is less than b. 
Our model is related to that of Anick et al. [2]. They do not restrict them
selves to the case in which the state space of J has only three states; on the 
other hand, in their model the times between transitions are all exponential, 
so that (X, J) is a Markov process. When J is a Markov process, one can 
relate this model to that of two machines that are subject to breakdown and 
repair, each with production rate a when working, and with total demand 
rate b. A similar (but more general) interpretation holds when (X, J) is a 
Markov renewal process. Then, still, X is the content and J is the slope, re
spectively. However, the underlying model no longer is that of two machines 
that are subject to breakdown, since the lack-of-memory property does not 
hold. 
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vVe distinguish in the following between two cases: 
Case (i): a > b. The mountain process now has one negative slope b = band 
two positive slopes al = a - band az = 2a - b (in fact, for the analysis in this 
paper it is sufficient to assume that there are two positive slopes az > at and 
one negative slope b). The time intervals in which J stays in state b, at, az 
are respectively called b-intervals, at-intervals and az-intervals. Case (i) is 
characterized by Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1 HERE 

The b-intervals are assumed to be exponentially distributed with rate /-to; the 
at-intervals are exponentially distributed with rate Al /-tl; but we allow the 
az-intervals to be generally distributed, with distribution Ga2 (·) and Laplace
Stieltjes transform (LST) G;2 (w). 
Motivated by the concept of producing machines, it is assumed that transi
tions from states band a2 can only be to state al; see Figure l. 
Case (ii): b/2 < a < b. The mountain process now has two negative slopes 
bi = band bo = b-a, and one positive slope a = 2a-b (again, for the analysis 
in this paper it is sufficient to assume that there are two negative slopes bo 
and bi and one positive slope a). We now speak of bl-intervals, bo-intervals, 
and a-intervals. The bo-intervals are assumed to be exponentially distributed 
with rate Ao + !-lo; however) we allow the bI-intervals and the a-intervals to be 
generally distributed, with distribution Gb1 (.) and Ga (·), respectively. Their 
respective LST's are denoted by G'b

1 
(w) and G;(w). As above, transitions 

only take place to neighbouring states; see Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2 HERE 

In Section 3 we discuss the buffer content process for Case (i), and in Section 
4 for Case (ii). 

3 The buffer content and its related jump 
processes - Case (i) 

In this section we derive the steady-state distribution of the buffer content 
X for Case (i), i.e., the case with two positive slopes and one negative slope. 
Key elements of our approach are Level Crossing Theory (LCT) and the 
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establishment of a relation between buffer contents of fluid queues and of 
queues with instantaneous input and/or work removal. We observe that the 
mountain process (X, J) is a regenerative process. Each cycle is generated 
by an alternating renewal process of activity periods and silence periods. 
The first activity period starts at (X(O), J(O)) = (0, ad and terminates at 
P = inf{t > 0 : X(t) = o}. Since there is only one negative slope in Case (i), 
(X(P), J(P)) = (0, b). Clearly, by the lack-of-memory property, the silence 
periods are exp(JLb). These are the periods during a cycle in which the buffer 
is empty. 
As announced above, we now establish a relation between buffer contents of 
fluid queues and of queues with instantaneous input and/or work removal. 
Observe the unreflected fluid process (X, J) with X(O) = 0 and J(O) = 1, 
and construct two compound Poisson processes with an additional drift com
ponent, in the following way: 
1. Delete the aI-intervals and the az-intervals, and glue together the consec
utive b-intervals. The resulting process is a compound Poisson process with a 
negative slope b and with upward jumps that have a phase-type distribution. 
Since (X(O), J(O)) = (0, ad, the first jump, So, occurs at O. We call this 
process So + LF(t), where So is independent of LF(t). 

where NI (t) is a Poisson process with rate JLb and the Sj are i.i.d. random 
variables with distribution H(t) and LST H*(w). These Si, i = 0,1, ... , 
represent the total increments accumulated during a sequence of al-, az-, 
... , aI-intervals in between two consecutive b-intervals. It is easy to show 
that 

where Aal := AI/aI, JLal := JLI/al' 
By applying the reflection map 

(3.1) 

we obtain that VF(t) is also a regenerative process and by scaling time such 
that JL := JLb/b, VF(t) can be interpreted as the work process of the M/G/1 
queue with arrival rate JL and service times having LST H*(w) as given in 
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(3.1). The subscript F for LF(t) and VF(t) designates that the work process 
VF(t) proceeds "forward" in time. 

2. Delete the a2-intervals and the b-intervals, and glue together the consecu
tive aI-intervals. The resulting process LB(t) is a compound Poisson process 
with positive slope al and with upward and downward jumps. The positive 
jumps occur according to a Poisson process with rate Ill, and the jump size 
distribution has LST G*(a2w)j the negative jumps occur according to a Pois
son process with rate AI, and the jump sizes are exponentially distributed of 
rate Il = Ilb/b. As before we apply the reflection map 

The subscript B for LB(t) and VB(i) designates that VB(t) is a process that 
proceeds "backward" in time. Typical sample paths of (X, J) and their 
constructed reflected processes VF(t) and VB(i) are given in Figure 3. 

FIGURE 3 HERE 

Note that VF(i) as defined above should not start with a jump at the origin; 
but we have drawn it with such a jump to enable a comparison between 
the laws of VF and VB in the next Lemma. Here VF and VB 'denote ran
dom variables with distribution the limiting distribution of VF( t) and VB (t), 
respectively. 

Lemma 3.1 Denote by (VFIVF > 0) the random variable generated by con
ditioning the law of VF on the event (VF > 0). Let Sand Se be random 
variables having LST H*(w) and (1 - H*(w))/wES, respectively; i.e., Se is 
the equilibrium random variable of S. Then 

(3.2) 

where ~ denotes equality in distribution, and where the various terms are 
independent. 

Proof: 
VF(t) and VB(t) are Levy processes starting at the origin. Thus, we can iden
tify the law of SO+suP09<ooLF(t) with S + VF, and the law of sUPo9<ooLB(t) 
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with that of VB. By construction of LF(t) and LB(t), it follows that So + 
sUPO<t<ooLF(t) = sUPo<t<ooLB(t) with probability 1, so that S + VF ~ VB. 
This-implies that -

(3.3) 

where Se is independent of S + VF and of VB. Now remark that the sum of 
VF and Se in the GI/G/1 queue has the conditional steady-state distribution 
of (VF!VF > 0), cf. [11] p. 296. The lemma is proven. • 

In terms of LST's, Lemma 3.1 says simply that if 'ljJF(W) and 'ljJB(W) are the 
LST's of VF and VB, respectively, then: 

Corollary 3.2 

Re W ~ 0, (3.4) 

where 1 - FF(O) is the probability of the event (VF > 0). 

The next theorem relates the steady-state law of X to that of VF (or VB). 
First some definitions. Let Fx(-) denote the steady-state distribution of X, 
with LST 'ljJx(w), Pb := lim P(J(t) = b), Pa.l lim P(J(t) = al), and t-+co t-oo 
Pa2 := lim P(J(t) = a2). In addition, FF(X) = liffit-+ooP(X(t) ~ xIJ(t) = t-co 
b), FB(X) = limt-+ooP(X(t) ~ xIJ(t) al), F*(x) = limt-+ooP(X(t) ~ 
xIJ(t) = a2). 

Theorem 3.3 

1/Jx(W) - Fx(O) (3.5) 

where 

K*(w) Re w 2: O. 
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Proof: 
The state space of J(t) is £ = {al,az,b} and according to the construction 
of LF(t) and LB(t) we have 

Fx(x) lim I: P(X(t) :::; xIJ(t) = j)P{J(t) = j) 
t-+oo 

jEe 

- FF{X)Pb + FB(X)Pal F*(x)Pa2 • 

By LOT, FB (·) and F*(·) are absolutely continuous distributions for all x ~ 0 
and FF(-) is an absolutely continuous distribution for all x > 0, so that 
Fx{x) = Fx(O) + fcf 1r{y)dy, where 1r(') is the steady-state density of X. 
Clearly, Fx(O) = FF(O)Pb > O. In terms of densities we have 

1r{x) = fF(X)Pb + fB(X)Pal + f*(X)Pa21 X > 0, 

where fF('), fB(') and f*U are the densities associated with FF('), FB(·) and 
F*(-) for all x> O. However, by LOT, bfF(X)Pb is the long-run average num
ber of downcrossings oflevel x > 0 by (X, J) and alfB(x)Pal + azf*(x)Pa2 is 
the long-run average number of up crossings of that level (cf. [10]). Therefore, 
since (X, J) is a regenerative process, we obtain: 

b al 
1r(x) = (l+-)fF(X)Pb+{l--)fB(X)Pall x>O. (3.6) 

az az 

Taking Laplace transforms and invoking Corollary 3.2, the theorem is proven . 

• 
Remark 3.1. (i) The probabilities Pb, Pal and Pa2 are the limiting proba
bilities of-a (three-state) semi-Markov process. Therefore, they can be easily 
computed; for more details see [8], Oh. 10. Using Fx(O) = FF(O)Pb, one can 
subsequently eliminate FF(O); finally, Fx(O) is obtained via the normaliza
tion condition 7/;x(O) = 1. 
(ii) Naturally, az > all but Theorem 3.3 is valid for any positive constants 
al and az. Even if the second term of K*(w) is negative for w ~ 0, it follows 
by LCT that K*(w) ~ O. 
(iii) The special case al = az implies that K*(w) is a constant (independent 
of w). Therefore, by substituting w = 0 in Theorem 3.3, we obtain that this 
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constant must be 1. For this special case it has already been shown by Kella 
and Whitt [15] that 

Fx(x) - Fx(O) 
1 - Fx(O) 

FF(X) - FF(O) 
1 - FF(O) 

4 The buffer content and its related com
pound Poisson processes - Case (ii) 

In this section we derive the steady-state distribution of the buffer content 
X for Case (ii), i.e., the case with one positive slope and two negative slopes. 
The state space of J(t) now is £ = {a, bo, bd. We assume that the a-intervals 
and the b1-intervals are generally distributed, while the bo-intervals are ex
ponentially distributed. By deleting the a-intervals and the b1-intervals and 
glueing together the bo-intervals we obtain a compound Poisson process with 
a negative slope and with positive and negative jumps. By subsequently 
applying the reflection map we obtain the workload process of a certain 
queueing model which we call the lVI/Gu/GD/l queue. Gu and GD, respec
tively, refer to upward and downward jumps. This queueing model has been 
analyzed in [4]. It is an iVI/G/l-type queue with the extra feature that, ac
cording to a Poisson process, stochastic amounts of work are removed from 
the system. 
Let VNF(t) be the workload of this iVI/Gu /GD/l queue, and let VNF .
lim VNF(t) in the sense of weak convergence. More specifically, we let 
t-oo 

LNF(t) := 51 + ... + 5Nt{t) - (Zl + ... + ZN2(t)) - bot, 

where N1(t) and N2(t) are independent Poisson processes with rates j.lo and 
Ao, respectively. The 5i are i.i.d. random variables having distribution 
Ga(x/a) and the Zj are i.i.d. random variables, also independent of the 
5i, having distribution Gb1 (x/bd. Also assume with no loss of generality 
that bo = 1. VNF(t) is obtained by applying the reflection 

VNF(t) = LNF(t) - mino~s9LNF(s). 

The subscript N F designates "negative-forward". 
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Next, by deleting the (exponentially distributed) bo-intervals and the (gen
erally distributed) bl-intervals, we obtain a process with positive slope. For
mally, this process can be written in the following way: 

Here the Si are i.i.d. positive random variables; N (t) := inf {n ~ 1 : Z1 + ... + 
Zn ~ t} - 1, with the Zj Li.d. positive random variables, which are also in
dependent of the Si. The Si represent jumps composed of decrements during 
a succession of bo- and bl-periods in between two successive a-periods. The 

represent the lengths of successive a-periods. By applying the reflection 
map 

VE(t) = LE(t) - mino;:;s$tLE(s), 

we obtain that VE(t) is the so-called elapsed waiting time process (EWT) of a 
certain GJ/G/l queue (cf. [22]). The subscript E designates "elapsed". The 
EWT is the time elapsed since the arrival of the customer in service. Note 
that under this interpretation the system is with probability 1 never empty, 
since the idle periods are deleted. The Si are the inter arrival times and the 
Zj are the interdeparture times of customers within the busy period; the 
time to departure of the first customer in the busy period is truncated to its 
service requirement. Now reverse time. Departures and arrivals are reversed 
so that interarrival times become interdeparture times and vice versa. This 
technique is used to construct the EvVT from the work process. Generally, the 
duality existing between the M/G/1-type and the G/M/1-type dam models 
is shown by time reversal (see [22] and [13]). Typical realisations of X(t), 
VNF(t) and VE(t) are shown in Figure 4. 

FIGURE 4 HERE 

Again, VNF(t) as defined above should not start with a jump at the origin, 
but we have drawn it with such a jump to enable a comparison of the laws of 
VNF and VE (cf. Remark 4.1 below). Here VNF and VE are random variables 
with distribution the limiting distribution of VNF(t) and VE(t), respectively. 
Since LNF(t) is a Levy process, one can identify the law of sUPO<t<ooLNF(t) 
with that of VNF [3]. -
In [4] it is shown that the limiting distribution of VNF(t) is equal to the 
steady-state distribution of the actual waiting time of a certain GJ /G/l 
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queue. This GI/G/1 queue is obtained from the lvI/Gu/GD/l queue by re
placing the downward jumps by elongations of the interarrival times, in such 
a way that the workload at arrival epochs of ordinary customers (upward 
jumps) is the same in the lvI/Gu/GD/l queue and the GI/G/1 queue. In 
that G I / G /1 queue, the interarrival times are exactly the Si and the service 
times the aZj. This is the GI/G/1 queue whose EWT is VE(t). In the next 
lemma we introduce the formal relations between the laws of VNF and VE. 

Lemma 4.1 
(4.1) 

Proof: 
Let W;,l/G/l and VGI/G/l(t) be, respectively, the actual waiting time of the n

th customer and the workload at time t of a certain GI/G/l queue in which 
the service requirements are the Si and the interarrival times are the Zj. 
Also let WGl/G/1 lim vVGI/G/1 and VGI/G/I = lim VGI/G/I(t), both in the 

n-oo n t--oo 
sense of weak convergence. Let Se be a random variable that is independent 
of VNF, with as distribution the equilibrium distribution of S. Then 

VNF + Se rv W GI/G/ I + Se 
'" (VGI/G/IIVGI/G/l > 0) 

Here the first equality follows from [4], the second from p. 296 of [11], and 
the third by time reversal. • 

Remark 4.1 Below we sketch a different proof of Lemma 4.1. It follows 
from renewal theory that VE ~ R + Sel where R is a stochastic variable 
with distribution the steady-state distribution of the {VE(t), t 2: O} process 
just after downward jumps. But note that there is a 1 - 1 correspondence 
between the values of VE(t) just after downward jumps and the values of 
VNF(t) just before a upward jumps. Finally, PASTA implies that VNF has 
the same distribution as R. 
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Remark 4.2 Having obtained a relation between the distributions of VNF 
and VE, the density 7r( x) of the buffer content for Case (ii) can be obtained 
similarly as in Theorem 3.3. Introducing the densities fNF(X) and fE(X) of 
VNF and VB for x > 0, LCT leads as in (3.6) to: 

bo a 
7r(x) = (1 - b

i 
)!NF(X )Pbo + (1 + b

i 
)fE(X )Pa, x > O. (4.2) 

Finally, 7r( x) follows from known results for !NF( x) in [4] and Lemma 4.1. 

5 Busy period analysis 

In this section we present a method for determining the busy period distri
bution for a class of fluid queues with one negative slope. We then apply that 
method to the model of Case (i). The problem of obtaining the busy period 
distribution for fluid queues in which more than one negative slope can occur 
(like the fluid queue of Case (ii)) is still open. 

Consider a fluid queue with i.i.d. activity periods AI, A2 , • •• that are alter
nated by i.i.d. silence periods 11 ,12, .... All activity and silence periods are 
independent. The activity period distribution remains unspecified; the si
lence periods are exponentially distributed with rate !lb. During an activity 
period A, the buffer content monotonously increases; the total increment 
is Bi(Ai). During a silence period, the buffer content decreases at constant 
rate b. So in the framework of Case (i), the b-periods are the silence periods, 
while the activity periods are compositions of al- and a2-periods. 
A busy period is a period during which the buffer is never empty. Consider a 
busy period P that starts with activity period AI. Its length will be at least 
equal to Al + BI(AI)/b. Adapting Takacs' argument for the busy period of 
the ordinary lVf / G /1 queue, we can write: 

(5.1) 

where K(t) is the counting function of a Poisson process of intensity !lb, that 
is independent of the sequence Pl ) P21 • ••• To understand (5.1), first observe 
that a busy period does not change when the order of handling the fluid is 
changed (as long as there is an outflow at constant rate b whenever the buffer 
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is not empty). Now assume that the fluid B1(A1 ), that remains in the buffer 
after AI, flows out of the buffer until the start of the second activity period, 
A2 • The outflow of what is left of B1 (A1 ) is then assumed to be delayed until 
all the fluid generated in A2 , plus all the fluid that was generated during its 
handling, has left the buffer. Note that this delay can be viewed as a busy 
period that was started by A2i because of the independence assumption and 
the memoryless property of the exponential silence distribution, this busy 
period has the same distribution as P. The outflow of what is left of B1(A1) 
is now resumed; there may be other interruptions, according to a Poisson(iLb) 
process. This reasoning results in (5.1). 
Taking LST in (5.1), we readily obtain the following functional equation for 
the LST of the busy period distribution. For Re w ~ 0: 

-W{Al + B1(t1) +P1 + ... +P B,(A,» 
E[e K(--r-) 1 
E[e-w(Al + B1~Al»-f-Lb(1-E[e-Wp])~1. (5.2) 

Note that Bi(Ai) = Bi and Ai = a would yield Takacs' functional equation 
for the busy period LST in an ordinary AI/Gil queue with service times Bi 
and service speed (slope) b. Similarly as in the ordinary M/G/1 queue, one 
can prove that E[e-WP ] is, for Re w ~ 0, the unique solution of the functional 
equation 

x = E[e-w(AI+Bl(bAl»-f-Lb(I-X)Bl<:l'j, 

with an absolute value of at most one. 

Let us now turn to Case (i), d. Sections 2 and 3. In this case, the activity 
period Al consists of a succession of aI-intervals Rl1 , R l2 ) ... and a2-intervals 
R2Il R22, . .. , that are all independent: 

Al = Rl1 + R21 RI2 + ... + R2,M-l + RIM. (5.3) 

The Rli are exponentially distributed with rate '\1 + iLl, and the R2i have 
distribution Ga2 (.). The random variable M is geometrically distributed: 

P(A'I = k) = iLl (,\1 k = 1,2,.... (5.4) 
'\1 + iLl '\1 + iLl 

Observing that 

B1(A1) = al(Ru + ... + RIM) + a2(R2I + ... + R2,M-d, (5.5) 
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we have: 

00 L P(M = k)Ek[e-(w+(adRll]Ek-l[e-(W+(a2)R21] 
k=l 

(5.6) 

Combination of (5.2) and (5.6) yields a functional equation for the busy 
period LST in the model of Case (i). E[e-WP ] satisfies: 

x = 
Al + P,1 + w(l + aI/b) + alP,b(1 - x )/b - Al G~2 (w(l + az/b) + a2P,b(1 - x )/b)' 

(5.7) 

Remark 5.1. It is possible to generalize (5.6) to the case of generally dis
tributed aI-intervals, and even to the case in which an activity period consists 
of a succession of intervals that is determined by an underlying semi-Markov 
process. However, the expressions become very cumbersome, and these gen
eralizations do not fit well into the present paper. 

Remark 5.2. In the special case a2 = alone has Bl(Al ) = alAI' Then the 
busy period LST satisfies the functional equation 

(5.8) 

Comparison with the functional equation for the LST of the busy period 
~\4'/G/l of an ordinary M/G/l queue with arrival rate P,b, service speed 
one, and service times All A2, •.• , reveals that, for this special case, P ~ 
(1 + aI/b)PM / G/ 1• This result could also have been obtained via a more di
rect reasoning. 

Remark 5.3. Boxmaand Dumas [6], see also Aalto [1], have derived the busy 
period LST in a fluid queue fed by Nindependent onloff sources, with general 
on-period distributions and exponential off-period distributions. Note that, 
in the case of N = 2 sources, this model is a special case of the one considered 
in the present section. 
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6 The top of the mountain - Case (i) 

In this section and the next one, we study the distribution of x max 

max{X(t), 0 < t ~ P}, the 'top of the mountain', viz., the maximum of 
the workload level during one busy period P. The present section is devoted 
to Case (i); Case (ii) is discussed in the next section. 
In Section 3 we have related the workload process for Case (i) to the work
load process {VF(t), t ~ O} of an MIGll queue with arrival rate itb and 
service times Sl,S2, ... with LST given by (3.1). In the sequel, S denotes a 
generic service time with this LST. This lvI/Gil queue was obtained from 
the fluid queue by deleting the ar and aTintervals and glueing together the 
b-intervals. For simplicity we assume that the slope in the b-intervals equals 
b = 1; this is just a matter of scaling. 
Obviously, 

(6.1) 

where v?ax is the maximum of the workload during one busy period of the 
process {VF(t), t ~ O}. The distribution of v?ax for the M/G/1 queue has 
been extensively discussed in [3J and [11]. We are thus able to prove the 
following 

Theorem 6.1 In Case (i)} the steady-state distribution of the top of the 
mountain is given by: 

p(xmax ~ x) = P(VF + S ~ x) 
P(VF ~ x) 

Proof: 

1 
1 d 
--d logP(VF::; x), X ~ O. (6.2) 
it x 

The first equality in (6.2) follows from (6.1) and [3]. Agreement of the first 
and last term follows from (6.1) and [11], p. 618. Agreement of the two 
representations is also easily shown by using Formula (II.5.110) on p. 297 of 
[11]). • 

Remark 6.1. The above results remain valid when Case (i) is generalized to 
the fluid queue introduced in the beginning of the previous section. That is 
a queue in which activity periods At, A2 , ••• are alternated by exponentially 
distributed silence periods. During the silence periods, the buffer content 
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decreases at constant rate b (when non-empty), and during an activity pe
riod, the buffer content increases monotonously (but not necessarily linearly). 
Glue the silence periods together, with upward jumps in between that are 
equal to the Bi(Ai). Then the maximum buffer content x max during a busy 
period coincides with the maximum level vFax of the corresponding M/G/l 
queue with arrival rate p" slope b (for simplicity assumed to equal one), and 
service times B1(A1), B2(A2), •••• In the special Case (i), it is easy to obtain 
the distribution of those service times, and hence that of vFax; but it is also 
possible to obtain those distributions in, e.g.) the semi-Markov case that was 
mentioned in Remark 5.1. 

In Section 3 we have related the workload process for Case (i) not only to 
the process {VF(t), t 2: O} but also to the process {VB(t), t 2: OJ. The latter 
process was obtained by glueing together successive aI-intervals. We now 
show how this leads to yet another expression for the distribution of the top 
of the mountain. 
The reflected process VB (t) of L B (t) is the EvVT of the queueing system 
lVI/Gu / MD/1. This is an lVI/GIl-type queue with the additional feature that 
at exponentially distributed intervals, an exponentially distributed amount of 
work is removed from the system (such an lVI/GIl-type queue with work re
moval has already been discussed in the beginning of Section 4). We identify 
the law of VB with that of sUP09<ooLB(t). 'vVe then have: 

Theorem 6.2 

(6.3) 

where U is exponentially distributed with rate p, = p,b/b and independent of 
VB. 

Proof: 
Let T be the busy period of the above 1\1/./ Gu / JVI D / I queue. Then 

P(VB :::; x) - P(suP09<ooLB(t):::; x) 

= P(suP09<TLB(t):::; x) P(SUPT9<ooLB(t):::; x) 
- p(\f;ax:::; x) P(suP09<ooLB(t) :::; x + U). 
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Here VFax denotes the maximum of the workload process in the NI/ Gu / MD /1 
queue during a busy period T. The second equality follows from the strong 
Markov property and the third from the lack-of-memory property of U. The 
theorem is proved since VFax and x max have the same law. • 

Remark 6.2. In the proof of Lemma 3.1 it was observed that S + VF ~ VB. 
In combination with the first equality in (6.2), this relation easily leads to 
Theorem 6.2. Indeed, it then suffices to prove that 

P(VF :; x) = P(S + VF :; x + U), x ~ O. (6.4) 

But since VF is the workload in an lVI/G/l queue with service time Sand 
interarrival time U, it has the same distribution as the waiting time in that 
lVI/G/l queue; and the steady-state waiting time W in that }..iI/G/1 queue 
satisfies the relation 

liV c::: max[O, tV + S - U]. 

7 The top of the mountain - Case (ii) 

In this section we study the distribution of x max , the top of the mountain, for 
the model of Case (ii). In Section 4 we have related the workload process of 
Case (ii) to the workload process {~VF(t), t ~ O} of an JVI/Gu /GD/1 queue. 
Recall that LNF( t) is the Levy process generated by deleting the a-intervals 
and the b1-intervals, and assume without loss of generality that the slope 
bo = 1. VNF(t) is the reflected process. In the sequel, we assume that the 
b1-intervals are exponentially distributed; this leads to more explicit results. 
~VF(t) is the workload process in an lVI/Gu /NID/1 queue; i.e., an M/G/l
type queue with arrival rate f.to and service time distribution Ga(x/a), in 
which downward jumps occur according to a Poisson process with rate AO, the 
downward jumps being exponentially distributed with mean l/v. As before, 
the upward jumps (service times) are indicated by 5, and the downward 
jumps are denoted by Z. The busy period T = inf{ t > 0 : 5 + LNF(t) ::; O} 
is terminated in one of two ways. With probability p one has 5+ LNF(T) = 0, 
and with probability q = I-p one has 5 +LNF(T) < 0 (the busy period ends 
with a downward jump). The probabilities p and q are easily determined. 
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Furthermore, the distribution of VNF is known, cf. [4] where the case of 
generally distributed downward jumps is treated. Obviously, 

p(xmax < x) = p(v,max < x) - NF - ) x 2:: 0, (7.1) 

where V;:;;.x is the maximum of the workload during one busy period of the 
process {VNF(t), t 2:: O}. 

Theorem 7.1 In Case (ii), the steady-state distribution of the top of the 
mountain is given by: 

p(xmax < x) = P(VNF + S :5 x) ~, x 2:: O. (7.2) 
- PP(VNF :5 x) + qP(VNF :5 x + Z) 

Proof: 
We identify the law of VNF with that of sUPo9<ooLNF(t). Then 

P(suP09<OO(S + LNF(t)) :5 x) 

- P(suP09ST(S + LNF(t)) :5 x) P(SUPT9<oo(S + LNF(t)) :5 x) 

- P(VN;x:5 x) [pP(lIivF :5 x) + qP(VNF::; x + .i)], 
where the second equality follows by the strong Markov property and the 
third equality follows since the cycle maximum of the 'sojourn' time is the 
maximum achieved during the busy period. • 

Let us now also assume that the a-intervals are exponentially distributed, 
with rate, say, p,. For the moment, the bl-intervals are assumed to be gener
ally distributed. Recall that LE(t) is the Levy process generated by deleting 
the bo-intervals and the bI-intervals. Assume without loss of generality that 
the slope a = 1. The reflected process VE(t) can then be interpreted as the 
EWT in the G 1/ M /1 queue with exp(p,) service times and with interarrival 
times that are generated as a geometric sum of buffer increments during suc
cessive phases composed of bo-intervals and bl-intervals. More precisely, the 
LST of these inter arrival times is given by 
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Let I denote a random variable with distribution the steady-state distribution 
of the idle period in this G I M /1 queue; its distribution can be found in [23], 
p.36. 

Theorem 7.2 

p(xmax :::; x) 
P(VE :::; x) 

-
P(VE :::; x + 1)' 

(7.3) 

Proof: 

Let vEax be the cycle maximum of the EWT process in the GIl M /1 queue. 
We can identify the law of sUPo<t<ooLE(t) with that of VE , the steady-state 
law of VE(t). Therefore, -

P(VE :::; x) = P(suPo9<ooLE(t):::; x) 
P(SUP09<TLE(t) :::; x) P(SUPT9<ooLE(t) ~ x) 
p(v;ax :::; x) P(VE :::; x + I). 

The theorem is proved since vEax and x max have the same law. • 

Remark 7.1. Theorem 7.2 remains valid when the bo-intervals have a gen
eral distribution. 

In case all intervals are exponentially distributed, Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 re
sult in relatively simple expressions. We end the paper by giving another 
derivation of the distribution of the top of the mountain in this exponential 
case. Apart from presenting the simple expression, our goal also is to demon
strate the elegance and power of the martingale approach. 
We assume that the upward jump process is a Poisson process with rate flo, 
the downward jump process is a Poisson process with rate Ao, the upward 
jumps are exponentially distributed with rate Il, and the downward jumps 
are exponentially distributed with rate v. Fix x > 0 and assume that the 
first upward jump occurs at 0; it is denoted by S. We define four stopping 
times. 

Tx(s) .- inf{t: s + Lp(t) ~ x}, 
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and 

To(s) .- inf{i: s + LF(i) = O}, 

T_(s) inf{i: s + LF(i) < O}, 

T:= min(Tx(s), To(s), (s)). (7.4) 

Also, define the conditional probabilities ¢>x(s) := P(T = Tx(s)IS = s), 
¢>o(s) := P(T = To(s)IS = s), and ¢>_(s) := P(T = T_(s)IS = s). Notice 
that T = min(To(s),T_(s)) is the busy period generated by VNF , and write 
VNFx = maXo<t<TVNF(i): Since S ~ exp(p) we have: 

P(V;;X ~ x) = fox pe-/f.S(¢>o(s) + ¢>_(s))ds = fox pe-/f.S(l_ ¢>x(s))ds. (7.5) 

Equation (7.5) follows since the event {VNFX ~ x} occurs if and only if level 
o is reached or downcrossed before level x is reached or up crossed. We are 
now left with the problem of determining ¢>x(s). This is accomplished by' 
applying Wald's martingale to the Levy process LNF(t). Note that, for this 
Levy process, 

where 
w w 

¢>(w):= w - po-- + Ao--. 
p+w v-w 

Wald's martingale of the Levy process LNF(i) is 

M(t) := e-W(S+LNF(t» jE(e-w(s+LNF(T»)). 

Application of the martingale stopping theorem w.r.t. T yields: 

e-ws = E(e-w(s+LNF(T»)-4>(w)T). 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

Now consider s + LNF(T) for the three disjoint events T - Tx(s), T = 
To(s) and T = T_(s). In the first event, s + LNF(T) - x is exponentially 
distributed with rate Pi in the second event, it is zero; and in the third event, 
-(s + LNF(T)) is exponentially distributed with rate v. Therefore, it follows 
from (7.9) that (with 1. denoting an indicator function) 

e- ws p e-WX E(e-4>(w)TI ) -- S+LNF(T»x 
p+w 

+ E(e-4>(w)T Is+LNP(T)=o) + _v_E (e-4>(w)T Is+LNP(T)<o), (7.10) 
v-w 
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Let us now choose W such that <p( w) = O. This happens for three, real, values: 
For Wo = 0 and for 

The stability condition flo/fl < 1 + ;"0/11 (d. [4]) guarantees that WI and W2 
are real. Substitution of W = Wo, Wt,W2 in (7.10) yields three equations which 
just suffice to determine the three unknowns <Px(s), <Po(s) and <p-(s). The 
root Wo = 0 gives the obvious relation <Px(s) + <Po(s) + <p-(s) = 1. After some 
calculations we get: 

Finally, substituting (7.11) in (7.5), we obtain: 

p(v;max < x) 
NF -

where 

and 

(1 - kI - k2 )(1 _ e-ILX) _ flkI (1 _ e-(Wl+IL)X) 

k3 k3(fl + WI) 

+ flk2 (1 _ e-(W2+IL)X) (7.12) 
k3 (fl + W2) , 

k3 = kI(1- fl e-W1X ) _ k2(1- fl e-W2X ). 
fl + WI jJ, + W2 
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Figure 1: State-transition diagram for Case (i) 

Figure 2: State-transition diagram for Case (ii) 
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Figure 3: Case (i): X(t), VF(t) and VB(t) 
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Figure 4: Case (ii): X(t), 10vF(t) and VE(i) 
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